In the real world designers often use French curves or sweeps to create or edit curves to bring out a personal style or reflect a corporate standard in all their designs. A French curve is a general term for a pre-defined curve template used to create high quality 2D drawings or sculpt 3D models. Research in interactive curve and surface design is continually moving toward direct manipulation of the objects being defined. This paper describes a system in which digital French curves, represented by planar cubic NURBS curves, interactively create and sculpt curves and surfaces that comprise the design of an object. The approach is especially relevant in the early stages of conceptual design to beautify and simplify curves obtained from quick gestural sketches. Algorithmically, the contributions of this paper are twofold. We describe an efficient technique for approximating a planar parametric curve by a small set of elliptic arcs. Proximity computation to the approximating ellipses is simple and efficient, greatly improving the interactivity of the sculpting paradigm. We also describe a simple approach to smoothly replace sections of design curves with sections of the French curve. The results are illustrated within a design system using a puck that provides simultaneous position and orientation information to control the digital sweep, allowing the user the same physical feel and efficiency of motion of a real sweep.
Introduction
Finding effective techniques for interactive curve and surface design continues to be a challenging and fertile area of research [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 18, 20, 21] . While a number of industrial design systems are in widespread use today, traditional design approaches of sculpting and sketching continue to be used. Many industrial designers prefer to build prototypes in a real workshop as part of the initial conceptual design process, because it is important to quickly resolve shape and form in 3D. A real world model shop allows the designer to quickly understand form, shape and size. Blue foam, card or clay models are thus popular just to understand the 3D form and the problems designing with real world constraints. As a result a number of interactive digital approaches that capture the essence of these traditional techniques have been investigated [1, 3, 10, 14, 17, 20, 21, 22] .
Designers often use French curves or sweeps to create or edit curves. French curves are typically constructed from 1/8" clear perspex, in a shape that is pleasing to the designer [13] (See Figure 1) . A similar tool called a steel is widely used by modelers in the automotive industry to sculpt sections on clay models. A set of French curves or steels thus defines shape and character for an entire era of designs.
Problem description
Our model for digital sweeps is catered to the initial stages of conceptual object design (See Figure 2) . A typical workflow would involve using a sweep to clean up and simplify sections of sketched 
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The digital French curve or sweep is planar. The sweep is simply treated like an extruded object when editing design curves that have depth information outside of the plane of the sweep (See Figure 5 ).
The design curves to be edited by the sweep are either planar or almost planar. Curves like the sinusoidal wave in Figure 5 will be discussed in the conclusion, but for the most part the design curves will be assumed to be planar.
We use cubic NURBS curves to model our sweeps due to their generality and minimality of representation. Since sweeps are also used to enhance the quality of the object design curves, design curves of a different representation are converted to cubic NURBS curves [8, 12] before being edited by a sweep. 
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Creation: A segment of the French curve is specified that gets converted into a design curve (See Figure 3 ).
Editing: Here a French curve interacts with an already existing design curve to alter or extend it (See Figure 4) . Editing is a two step process: Correspondence: Determining which part of the design curve is being edited by which part of the French curve. Replacement: Replacing a section of the design curve with a section of the French curve.
Overview
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes approaches to the correspondence problem, based on proximity calculations between points on the design and French curves. We continue our discussion of the correspondence problem in Section 3 with an efficient solution to curve proximity calculation, achieved by approximating the curve by set of elliptic arcs. Section 4 describes the algorithm for generating a smooth curve by replacing a section of a design curve with a section from a digital sweep. Section 5 provides implementation details and Section 6 concludes with a discussion of the results obtained.
Curve correspondence
This is the first step during interaction with a digital sweep, where a section of the sweep that creates or edits a section of a design curve must be specified. We discuss two approaches to calculating this correspondence: brushstrokes and interactive sculpting.
Direct specification using brushstrokes
Brushstrokes are the basic technique for the creation of curves using digital sweeps [11] . The user brushes over a section of the sweep (See Figure 6) , that either forms a new design curve (See Figure 3a) or specifies the section of the sweep with which to edit a design curve.
Here the segment of the digital sweep is explicitly and precisely specified. Curve creation in this scenario is simply a matter of generating a sub-curve [8] from the curve formulation of the digital sweep. To edit a design curve we assign a user controlled thickness to the brushstroke so it covers an area on the design plane. Editing curves using sweeps is based on the premise that the section of the design curve being edited has the same general shape and position in space as the section of the sweep it will be replaced with. The part of the design curve that lies within the area covered by the brushstroke is thus inferred as the section to be replaced.
Specification based on interactive sculpting
Reiterating the premise that the section of the design curve being edited and the section of the sweep used for the editing are spatially proximal, one may attempt to infer both sections implicitly from the spatial relationship of the design and French curves. What results is an interactive approach where sections of the French curve continually sculpt the design curve by replacing sections of the design curve that are proximal to it. This approach has greater interactivity than using brushstrokes for editing since both manipulation and editing is accomplished in a single operation. 
Calculating proximity between curves
A simple approach to establishing correspondence between proximal sections of the design curve and sweep would be to find the Euclidean closest point to one curve from a sampling of points along another. We sample points along the design curve. A sequence of sample points for which the Euclidean closest distance to the sweep is within a given tolerance (the thickness of a brushstroke), define a section of the design curve. The closest points on the sweep correspondingly provide a section of the sweep with which to sculpt the design curve. Closest point to curve calculations lie at the heart of virtually any correspondence algorithm such as the one outlined above.
The precise calculation of the closest point to a curve is a computationally expensive operation. Techniques based on the deCasteljau construction of parametric splines [6, 19] provide a closest point by recursively subdividing the convex hull of the curve in the local proximity of the estimated closest point. The algebraic distance to an implicitly defined curve or surface is usually easier to compute than Euclidean distance and may be used as a good proximity metric instead of the shortest Euclidean distance [15] . We only require approximate proximity calculation since fine tuning the correspondence and the transition from the unedited design section to the sweep section is ultimately under user control. We thus propose a mechanism where the sweep is first approximated by a small number of elliptic arcs and straight lines. We then use algebraic distance to the arcs instead of Euclidean distance to efficiently determine the proximity of points to the sweep. The next section describes the approximation of planar curves using elliptic arcs.
Curve fitting using elliptic arcs
The algorithm first breaks the curve into a number of potential curve segments based on inflection points and points of extreme curvature. At this point each segment could be finely sampled and Pratt's least squares approach [15, 16] used to fit an ellipse through the points. Alternatively, since we have a continuous curve, we can use the ability to evaluate points and their derivatives at arbitrary parameter value to good advantage. We thus calculate elliptic arcs analytically using the position, tangent and curvature of each curve segment at the break points. Finally we try and combine the arcs representing adjacent segments to reduce the number of elliptic arcs used.
Generation of break points
This step is based on the simple observation that the curvature of an ellipse is a well behaved function that attains extreme values at the intersection with its principal axes. The candidate break points on the curve are thus points of local extrema of curvature along the curve (See Figure 7) . In our implementation we simply sample parametric curves using an adaptive step, to approximate an arc length parametrization. A low-pass filter is applied to the curvature along the curve. The filter cutoff is based on the accuracy with which the elliptic arcs are to represent the curve. Lower cutoffs imply fewer break points or curve segments and subsequently a fewer number of elliptic arcs but may not accurately approximate the high frquency curvature changes in the curve.
We also use break points to demarkate intervals of near constant curvature along the curve which can be simply represented by circular arcs, or straight line segments in the case of near zero curvature.
Finally we add break points when the normal to the curve rotates through more than a right angle without the generation of a break point. This is to deal with curves like spirals (See Figure 12) where curvature changes monotonically. 
Fitting a curve segment with an elliptic arc
A solution to this problem using existing fitting methods would be to sample the the curve segment to generate a cloud of points on the curve to which an elliptic arc may be fit using a least squares approach.
What we propose below is an efficient analytic approach. The algorithm is based on the premise that the input curve segment is itself a monotonic polynomial function, typically of low degree, such as a cubic and therefore will be well approximated by the ellipse in the interior of the segment if the curve and its approximating ellipse match up well at the break points in terms of position, tangent and curvature.
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be two adjacent break points. Let the normals to the curve at these points be of such an ellipse in a reference frame defined by with the origin at The radius of curvature at a point on the ellipse is given by
We would like to match the curvature of the ellipse and the curve at
Additionally the normal vector to the ellipse at a point is 7 88
transformed into the reference frame of the ellipse (See Figure 9 ). 
Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) may be rewitten in the form 
Based on the continuity properties of the curve and the criteria for generating break points we can assume that as a measure of fitness for the curve segment; the smaller the fitness value, the better the fit.
Since the resulting ellipse depends on the order of the adjacent break points, we use the above algorithm to generate two elliptic arcs, one for each ordering of the two break points. The arcs that lie within an acceptable fitness threshold are kept. Each approximating ellipse is defined by a center " B
, an orientation and the two principal axes and 1 . In the circumstance that neither arc is considered fit enough, we subdivide the curve segment in the middle and repeat the process on the two smaller curve segments. Observe that in the limiting case small curve segments will eventually be approximated by line segments.
Combining elliptic arcs
Once we have generated a sequence of elliptic arcs we repeatedly iterate over the sequence in an attempt to coalesce adjacent arcs into a larger composite arc. If any two adjacent approximating ellipses match up within a given tolerance in terms of the values of their center, orientation and principal axes we generate a composite approximating ellipse, defined by the average of these values. The fitness of this ellipse is the sum of the component ellipses. We also combine and reduce the number of curve segments.
When approximating ellipses can be combined no more we iterate through the existing sequence of curve segments and simply pick the fittest approximating elliptic arc, circular arc or line segment to represent that part of the input curve.
Results
The results of our approach can be seen on the test cases below. Figure 10a shows a French curve represented by a cubic NURBS curve with 17 control vertices, with a plot of curvature variation along the curve. Figure 10b shows the set of 14 approximating elliptic arcs of better fitness. Figure 10c shows the set of 14 approximating elliptic arcs of lower fitness and Figure 10d shows the result A whole ellipse is used to depict the arcs that get combined. Figure 11a shows a noisy free sketched curve. Figure 11b shows the filtered curve with its calculated break points. Figure 11c shows the set of 16 approximating elliptic arcs of better fitness. Figure 11d shows the result of combining the elliptic segments into 10 composite segments. Figure 12 shows a spiral being fitted by elliptic segments. The increasing curvature in this case prevents any of the arc segments from being combined.
As can be seen from the three examples above the fit of arcs obtained from the initially computed break points itself provides an effective approximation to the curve. If we lower the threshold of acceptable fitness in the case of Figure 10b we see that an additional break point is generated in the concave part of the curve on the left to obtain a better set of approximating arcs (See Figure 13a,b) .
Given a point in the plane and an elliptic arc, first transform the point to the local reference frame of a circle, which when nonuniformly scaled results in the given ellipse. If the point lies within the angular range of the arc, the algebraic distance provides the proximity metric, else the square of the Euclidean distance to the closer of the two arc end-points is used. For a point in the plane we thus iterate through the sequence of elliptic arcs until the point lies within the proximity requirements of some arc.
Curve editing using a sweep section
Once a correspondence has been established between sections of the design curve and sweep, the section of the design curve needs to be altered to track the section of the French curve. The initial design curves, which are typically scanned or gesturally sketched (See Figure 2 ) tend to have a large number of control vertices. To reemphasize, the motivation behind using digital sweeps, is not only to beautify the design curves to conform to the aesthetically pleasing sweep sections but to reduce the complexity of the design curves in terms of the number of control vertices used to represent them. We thus propose that the sculpting operation be accomplished, not by deforming the control points of the existing design curve but by appropriately replacing the control points and knot sequence pertaining to the section of the design curve with the control points and knot sequence from the section of the French curve. We insert knots at the transition boundaries to control the blend from the unedited section of the design curve to the newly inserted section of the French curve.
Let a design curve be represented as a cubic NURBS curve with knot sequence dd ef % g ¥ h i j with a control vertex sequence # k l dd k l f j
. The relationship between the number of knots and control vertices results from specifying every knot to be a simple knot except for triple knots at the end points [8] . Let 
. The corresponding sections on the design and French curves are indicated using a parameter range on each curve. Given a parameter range on a NURBS curve we first extract the section of the knot sequence that contains the parameter range. The pertintent control vertices for the knot subsequence are easily calculated based on the degree of the curve. For cubics, the qrs knot influences control vertices q Q t v uẅ u [8] . is simply projected onto the design plane and inserted in place of the control vertex subsequence corresponding to the knot subsequence dd to define the new design curve. This is shown in the Figure 14b using the curve in Figure 14a as the French curve. Notice that though the resulting curve conforms before the French curve in the parameter range specified there is undesirable behavior as the curve makes a transition from the original design curve to the French curve section. Better control results by inserting simple knots into the curves at the parameter range extrema performing replacement of the design curve section. This is shown by the added knots on the French curve and the almost acceptable result in Figure 15a . We find the addition of two proximal simple knots at extrema of sections of the design curve and French curve to give good results in most practical cases Figure 15b .
Manipulation of the position of these inserted knots provides the user with control over the transition from the unedited design curve to the French curve section (See Figure 16 ).
Implementation
Curve design using digital sweeps has been implemented as a plugin in our modeling and animation system Maya.
A typical workflow involves interactively sculpting design curves by affine transformations of the French curve ( See Figure 17) . Once the sculpted section of the design curve has the general desired shape, the behavior of the curve in the region of transition between the unedited design curve and the French curve can be edited using the point on curve manipulators shown in Figure 16 . The resulting curve in Figure 16a is shown ghosted in Figure 16b to indicate the change in behavior. Finally the edit operation is committed and the user can continue to sculpt the edited design curve.
We have prototyped an interaction style for digital sweeps which is based on the two-handed input paradigm proposed by Kurtenbach [11] . This paradigm emulates the common method of working with physical sweeps on paper where the non-dominant hand positions and orients the sweep, while the dominant hand is free Figure 17 : User interaction using a puck, pen and tablet to draw along the sweep. Our prototype implements this style of interaction by using the Wacom Intuos digitizer tablet which allows simultaneous use of the puck and pen (see Figure 17) . The puck, which senses its position and orientation, is used to control the digital sweep while the pen can be used for brushstrokes along the sweep. In the case of sculpting with a sweep, where drawing isn't required, we envision that the pen could be used to trigger the acceptance of curve edits and to adjust the point on curve manipulators for the inserted knots (See Figure 16) .
We do not, however, dictate a strict assignment of functionality of hands. For example, by adding graphical manipulators to the digital sweeps, both control of the sweep and drawing (or adjusting manipulators while sculpting) could be accomplished with one input device by serially adjusting each manipulator. In comparison to the two-handed interaction style, though, serial interaction may be less efficient. Also, some positioning and sculpting tasks may require precise positioning of the sweep and the user may switch to using the puck in the dominant hand for more control.
Currently, our interaction paradigm has had limited testing. Our initial impressions are that, in the sculpting case, simultaneous control of position and orientation of a sweep allow quick exploration of how a sweep affects a target curve, aiding a designer in quickly determining the correct position of the sweep for a desired effect.
The value added to the efficiency of the sculpting approach by the approximating elliptic arcs was compared to a fixed depth subdivision approach [6] . Interaction rates were about 20 Hz using elliptic arcs and about 14 Hz using subdivided control polygons for results of comparable quality. The speedup is largely due to the much smaller number of elliptic arcs than subdivided line segments.
Conclusion
The digital French curve paradigm is of great value in the initial stages of conceptual object design. To begin with they provide an efficient mechnism for neatening and simplifying sketched or scanned design curves and endowing them with a minimal representation that has good continuity and curvature properties. Equally important is the stylistic uniformity and character they provide to an entire era of object designs.
The algorithm described for approximating a parametric curve using elliptic arcs efficiently solves the proximity to a 2D curve problem that is essential to the interactivity of the sculpting approach. The comparison to another approach in Section 5 illustrates its efficiency but alternate algorithms [19, 6] can provide acceptable results. Additionally the elliptic arc algorithm is of utility to other applications which require the computation of other curve attributes such as arc length along the curve or an inside/outside function. It may be possible to extend the approach to approximate 3D curves. For space curves the algorithm should generate break points whenever the plane of the curve as determined by a Frenet frame moving along the curve deviates by more than a given tolerance. Each segment can then be approximated by an elliptic arc in the plane of an average Frenet frame running over the curve segment. Note that Frenet frames are ill-defined at points of inflection on curves but these already generate break points on the curve.
Since our digital sweeps to some extent emulate physical sweeps, we are interested in enhancing the emulation by using digital sweeps on digitizer tablets, where the display surface and input surface are combined. Systems of these type eliminate the displacement of the hands from the artwork which is present in current systems where the display and tablet are seperated. We believe that integrated display/tablet system would further bridge the interaction gap between a digital and a physical sweep. Throughout this paper, we have addressed the application of sweeps to editing planar design curves. It is clear that a fundamentally different approach is needed to apply sweeps to sculpting curves such as the sine-wave in Figure 5 , since the minimal knot sequence of the sweep section is not enough to represent the curve variation normal to the design plane. For curves with minimal variation outside of the design plane such as in Figure 18a , we simply constrain edit points of the sculpted curve, to snap to the original design curve, in the normal direction to the design plane. This largely preserves the shape of the design curve orthogonal to the design plane without affecting the curve projection in the design plane.
Summarising, we have investigated the use of a digital equivalent of French curves or sweeps for use in conceptual object design, and found them to be an appealing interactive technique for curve and surface design.
